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EXPERIENCE 

Technical Program Manager @ Uber                                                                Jul 2018 - 
Present 
- Owned and strategically led the technical integration of a major acquisition, leading our entry to  a 

new line of business and driving alignment across business, technical, and legal stakeholders 
- Managed team of engineers across three continents in partnership with American Express to 

deliver a successful, on-time launch of a Corporate Rewards integration; realized brand synergy to 
create new growth channel driving millions in bookings 

- Organized execution of a major cross-organizational, business-critical service re-architecture. 
Owned processes including sprint planning, technical roadmapping, and communications across 
teams and organizations 

- Led a major tooling initiative on behalf of Uber’s engineering organization, including ownership of 
timeline, gathering cross-functional companywide feedback, relationship management with 
external sales teams, and driving alignment with senior leadership 

- Independently authored and maintained a task syncing service utilized by 50+ teams internally 
 
Senior Software Engineer @ Poynt      Sep 2015 - Jun 2018 
- Designed and implemented multiple business-critical terminal apps used multiple times a day by 

tens of thousands of merchants worldwide 
- Led and contributed to the development of merchant, reseller, and developer portals, researching 

and proactively addressing the needs of a diverse set of stakeholders and customers from 
merchants to third-party resellers and internal support staff 

- Ideated and created an internal testing platform to aid in visualization and automation of 
regression testing 

- Collaborated closely with design and marketing to redesign, build, and relaunch poynt.com 
  
Product Engineer Intern @ Squarespace      Jun 2015 - Sep 2015 
- Made extensive use of React to develop components for Squarespace e-commerce merchants 
- Worked closely with product and design to develop an intuitive inventory management system 
 
Software Development Engineer Intern @ Microsoft                                   Jun 2014 - Sep 2014 
- Designed and wrote a search module for Bing and Cortana 
- Created discography section for celebrity musician pages on MSN Entertainment 
 

PROJECTS 

Prioritizer   
Personal task management system built in Vue.js, optimized for quick prioritization and note-taking 
 
Time Capsule   
Digital “question a day” journal built in plain Javascript, designed for Google Chrome’s new tab page 
 

EDUCATION 

University of California, San Diego                                                               Graduated Jun 2016 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science 
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